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Abstract. Social activity streams provide information both about the user’s in-
terests and about the way in which they engage with real world entities. Recent
research has provided evidence of the presence of emergent semantics in such
streams. In this work, we explore whether the online discourse of user’s social
activities can convey meaningful contextual information. We introduce a user-
centric methodology based on tensor analysis for deriving personal vocabularies
given an entity-based context. By extracting entities (e.g. location, organisation,
people) from the user’s stream content, we explore the data structures that emerge
from the user’s interrelationship with these entities. Our experimental results re-
vealed that the simultaneous correlation of entities leads to the identification of
concepts which are relevant to the user given a specific context. This methodol-
ogy is relevant for mobile application designers (1) in fostering user entity-based
ontologies for merging user context in pervasive environments, (2) for personal-
ising entity-based recommendations.
Keywords: linked data streams, social awareness streams, microblogging, con-
text

1 Introduction

The past few years have seen the launch of different social networking platforms that
allows a user to expose their online presence, create groups and build bridges for com-
municating within their online social spheres. The high usage of these platforms has
generated an enormous amount of personal information online creating unprecedented
opportunities for a wide range of research related to knowledge management, user con-
textualisation, and the Semantic Web.

In this paper, we focus on the analysis of a user’s social activity streams (a.k.a
personal awareness streams [32]) generated from different social networks.We consider
a user’s social activity stream as a historical dataset from which context-sensitive items
can be derived. Users produce data streams, not only providing information regarding
the physical world (e.g. location, surrounding things) but also regarding their digital
environment (e.g. adding new friends, microblogging). Therefore, we see the user’s
social activity streams as virtual sensors that could provide valuable information not
only about the user interests but also about the user’s physical contextual situation.

This paper sets out to explore whether the use of aggregations of personal aware-
ness streams can convey meaningful contextual information given a set of different
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entities that the user has interacted with within their online discourse during a time-
line. In this paper, we introduce the Concept Selection Induced from Social Stream
Aggregations (CSISSA) methodology, which captures entity-related information (e.g.
organisations, locations, people, links) emerging from a personal awareness stream ag-
gregation. This methodology is based on a three-mode network of social awareness
streams (a.k.a. Tweetonomy [32]) and lightweight associative resource ontologies [20].
CSISSA applies tensor analysis for performing a simultaneous correlation of the given
entities. Computing the decomposition of the tensor yields to conceptual structures that
characterise a user given a context.

In this work we investigate the way in which a user refers to entities in the content of
the message he generates. These entities are interlinked to others through, for example
text and hashtags. We explore if this entity-based interrelationship can yield emerging
conceptual structures that can aid in the user modelling. Our experimental results sug-
gest that a key factor for successfully deriving relevant concepts for a given context is
the user’s microblogging verbosity, and the use of common vocabularies referring to
the entities involved in the context.

The contributions of this paper are as follows: we study personal awareness stream
aggregations as a source of information for deriving users’ relevant concepts given an
entity-based context. We present a novel approach which enables the explicit declara-
tion of the context in which a user needs to be analysed. Our model abstracts the seman-
tics of the vocabularies introduced by the user in his social activity stream by means of
the derivation of lightweight ontologies. We make use of tensor analysis for building a
user’s entity-based context.The encapsulation of an entity-related lightweight ontology
constitutes a slice of a tensor. The decomposition of this tensor reveals concepts rel-
evant to the user in the analysed context. We believe that entity-based user modelling
could aid in the future integration of user context to pervasive environments.

2 Background

In this section we start by defining concepts from principal component analysis (PCA)
and then we give a brief introduction to tensor analysis. We will follow the typical
conventions, and denote matrices with upper case bold letters (e.g.X, row vectors with
lower-case letters (e.g. v), and tensors with calligraphic font (e.g., X ).
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) PCA [8] helps to identify patterns in data

by expressing this data in such a way that it highlights a limited number of “compo-
nents” that capture most of the information contained in the observed variables. By
performing an orthogonal linear transformation, PCA finds the best linear projections
which minimize least squares cost. For a given matrixX with zero mean (i.e. the mean
of the distribution has been subtracted from the data set), PCA can be computed by
obtaining the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)[8][2] of X; according to which
X = Usvd ! !svd ! VT

svd; then Y = Usvd ! !svd and U = Vsvd. For example,
if X is a user’s status-keywords matrix taken from a user’s stream aggregation dataset,
then the Y and U matrices can be interpreted as the status-concept matrix Y, and the
keywords-concept matrixU.
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A user’s post can be further analysed by considering not only keywords but also
other resources (e.g. location, people) embedded on its content; forming a multidi-
mensional set of parameters. An example for such analysis could study those top-
ics that emerge from a user’s posts generated during the morning hours at the of-
fice (location!time!keywords). A mathematical abstraction for the representation of a
higher way structured data is a Tensor.
Tensor Analysis Tensors[12] are multidimensional M-ways or Mth-order arrays

which generalize the notion of vectors(1-way or first-order array) and matrices (2-ways
or second-order arrays). Tensors of order greater or equal to three are called higher-
order tensors. In order to identify patterns that emerge from the simultaneous correlation
of a set dimensions it is necessary to decompose a tensor. Tensor decomposition can be
considered as a higher-order generalisation of SVD and PCA. In this paper we will use
the Tucker decomposition approach.
Tucker Decomposition The Tucker decomposition was first introduced by Tucker

in 1963 [30]. Given a tensor X " RI1!...!IN PCA is performed so as to decompose
tensor X into a core tensor G " RR1!..!RN multiplied by a set of matrices U(i) "
RIi!Ri . Therefore the Tucker decomposition of a three-order tensorX can be expressed
as.
X ! G "1 A "2 B "3 C =!P

p=1

!Q

q=1

!R

r=1
gpqrap # bq # cr $ [[G;A,B,C]]

One of the approaches for computing a Tucker decomposition of a three-order vec-
tor is to start with a first approximation obtained by applying a Higher Order SVD
(HOSVD) [16] and then apply the alternating least squares algorithm (ALS) [15].

3 Related Work

Mika [20][28] explores how community-based semantics, in the form of lightweight
associative ontologies, emerge from folksonomies. He introduces the semantic-social
networks model which consists of a tripartite graph of people, concept and instance
associations. Wagner and Strohmaier [32] introduce the Tweetonomy model, which is
a formalisation of social awareness streams. This model adopts a theoretic approach
similar to the one presented byMika. However, the Tweetonomymodel presents a more
complex and dynamic structure than folksonomies. Strohmaier et al[ 18] and Körner et
al[13], study quantitative measures for tagging motivation. In their study they found
empirical evidence that the emerging semantics of tags in folksonomies are influenced
by individual user tagging practices.

Tensor decompositions have a long history and have been applied in different re-
search communities. In particular the Tucker decomposition has been used in chemi-
cal analysis [4], psychometrics [9] and computer vision [31]. Tensor analysis has also
been applied in web search; Kolda et al [11] propose a method called Topical HITS
(TOPHITS) which can be considered as an extension of Kleinberg’s HITS (Hypertext
Induced Topic Selections) algorithm [10]. TOPHITS analyses a semantic graph that
combines anchor text with the hyperlink structure of the web. In order to avoid losing
edge type information when modelling the adjacency structure of a semantic graph as
a matrix, they modelled it as a three-way tensor containing both the hyperlink and an-
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chor text information. Their tensor decomposition leads to triplets of vectors containing
authority, hub scores for the pages, and topic scores for the terms.

Rendle and Thieme [25] apply tensor factorisation for personalised tag recommen-
dation and learning. They introduce a model based on Tucker decomposition to explic-
itly model the pairwise interaction between users, items and tags. More similar to our
work is the approach of Wetzker et al [33]. They follow a user-centric tag model for
deriving mappings between personal tag vocabularies (a.k.a personomies [ 6]) and the
corresponding folksonomies. Our approach differs from previous work in that rather
than building the tensor as a three-way tensor of items-users-tags, we generate a three-
way tensor in which each slice is a lightweight associative “resource” ontology; which
allows to store multiple stream qualifiers in the tensor.

The analysis of user-generated content extracted from social media sites is an active
research area. Qualitative and quantitative studies have been carried out for leveraging
the “wisdom of crowds” [22]. Some of this research has focused on questions related
to network and community structure. For example, Krishnamurthy et al [ 14] present
a characterisation of Twitter social network, which includes patterns in geographic
growth and user’s social activity. In their work, they suggest that frequent updates might
be correlated with high overlap between friends and followers. Java et al [ 7], present an
analysis of Twitter and suggest that the differences in users’ network connection struc-
tures can be explained by the following types of user activities: information seeking,
information sharing and social activity.

Other work has presented a systematic analysis of the content of posts in social net-
works. Recent work [21], introduces the term “Social Awareness Streams” for referring
to this aggregation of short status messages. They proposed a characterisation of these
messages via a human coding of tweets into nine categories including ”Information
sharing” and “Self promotion”. By extrapolating from these categories, they induced
two types of users the “informers”, who post about non-personal information, and the
“meformers” which mostly post about themselves. Stankovic et al [ 17], study confer-
ence related tweets. They map tweets to talks an subevents that they refer to. Using
linked data they derive additional knowledge about event dynamics and user activities.

Data structures emerging from the Social Web have been studied in the Informa-
tion Retrieval and Semantic Web communities. Research in this area includes the study
of content and link analysis algorithms and ontology learning algorithms. Heymann et
al [5] present an algorithm for hierarchical taxonomy generation from social tagging
systems. For generating a taxonomy of tags, they apply graph centrality in a cosine
similarity graph of tags. Ramage et al [23], apply labelled Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [24] for mapping content of the Twitter feed into four dimensions including
style and substance. Schmitz [26] introduces a subsumption-based model for inducing
faceted ontologies from Flickr tag vocabulary. Our work was inspired mainly byMika’s
[20], andWagner and Strohmaier’s [32] work. We apply the Tweetonomy formalisation
for obtaining personal awareness stream aggregations. Our work differs from existing
work (1) through our focus on deriving person-based lightweight ontologies from per-
sonal awareness stream; which enrich concepts and reveal structures that are meaningful
to the owner of the stream; (2) we study the content of the messages not only in terms
of traditional resources as hashtags, and links, but also in terms of entities (e.g loca-
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tion, people, organisations); (3) we present a methodology based on tensor analysis that
allows the definition of entity-based context for deriving person-based ontologies.

4 Social Stream Aggregation and Entity-Based Concept Induction

Our interest is to enable a way in which a user’s social activity streams can be analysed
in order to discover concepts that can aid in profiling him. These concepts are revealed
as a combination of featuring dimensions. Example of these dimensions include e.g. a
user’s interests, user location, user’s tendencies in favouring a position in a discussion
etc. The following subsection presents the definition of three different social networks
modelled as tripartite social awareness streams.

4.1 User’s Social Stream Aggregation

Following the Tweetonomy model suggested by Wagner and Strohmaier[ 32], we de-
scribe a social awareness stream as a sequence of tuples S, according to the following
definition:

Definition 1. A tweetonomy is a tuple
S := (Uq1, Mq2, Rq3, T, f t), where

• U,M,R are finite sets whose elements are called users, messages and resources.
• Each of these sets are qualified by q1,q2, and q3 respectively (explained below).
• T is the ternary relation T # U!M!R representing a hypergraphwith ternary edges.
The hypergraph of a tweetonomy T is defined as a tripartite graph H (T) = $V, E%
where the vertices are V = U & M & R, and the edges are:
E = {{u, m, r} | (u, m, r) " T }. Each edge represents the fact that a given user
associates a certain message with a certain resource.

• ft is a function that assigns a temporal marker to each ternary edge.

In this study we will focus on user-centric social streams generated in Facebook,
Foursquare and Twitter, according to the following qualifiers:

• The way a user can be related to a message is represented by the qualifier q1. For
this analysis we only consider the authorship relationship: Ua (the author of the
message).

• The qualifier q2 represents the types of messages. This is a comment or a status in
Facebook; a broadcast message, direct message, re-tweeted message in Twitter; a
broadcast message (shout) in Foursquare are considered to be the same type. For
this experiment we don’t differentiate between types.

• The qualifier q3 for resources considers: Rk (keywords), Rh (hashtags), Rli (URLs),
Rmlo (message-emitted location), Ro (organisations - entities recognised as an or-
ganisation), Rp (people -entities recognised as a person), R l (location - entities
recognised as a location).
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We focus on a user given the streams he has produced within a window of time. Given
the tuples Tfacebook, Tfoursquare, Ttwitter, we define the sets U, R, M as:

U = Ufacebook & Utwitter & Ufoursquare,

R = Rfacebook & Rtwitter & Rfoursquare,

M = Mfacebook & Mtwitter & Mfoursquare

We are interested in extracting the concepts emerging from the streams produced
by a user:

ǔ " U : ǔ " Ufacebook ' ǔ " Utwitter ' ǔ " Ufoursquare

In order to do so we consider a user stream aggregation defined as a tuple:
Sa(U

") = (U, M, R, Y", f t) , where
Y" = {(u, m, r) | u " U" ( )u" " U", m̃ " M, r " R : (u", m̃, r) " Y}
and U" # U and Y" # Y. Sa(U"), consists of all messages related with a user u" " U"

and all the resources and users related with these messages.

4.2 Lightweight Associative Ontologies

An ontology, is a shared, formal conceptualization of a domain [ 3][1]. It is a data struc-
ture which is an advancement in conceptual modelling over taxonomic structures [ 28].
A lightweight ontology can be considered as an evolving classification structure created
by users [27], which can be considered to be closer to a thesaurus (i.e. a structure organ-
ising topics).We want to derive a set of concepts from a simultaneous correlation among
the resources q3 (e.g. keywords, hashtags, links) extracted from a user stream aggre-
gation. In order to obtain this correlation, we start identifying those bipartite graphs
(two-mode graphs) that could be of any interest to our analysis.

Consider for instance the association between keywords and location; which can
be obtained as a combination of location!message (R lM) and keywords!messages
(RkM). Where the location!messages (bipartite graphR lM) is defined as:
RlM = %Rl " M, Erm& = {(r,m) |r ' Rl ( )u ' U : (u, m, r) ' E} ,

w : E * R,+e = (r, m) ' Erm
and the keywords!message (bipartite graphRkM), is defined as:
RkM = %Rk " M, Erm& = {(r, m) |r ' Rk ( )u ' U : (u, m, r) ' E} ,

w : E * R,+e = (r, m) ' Erm
These bipartite graphs represent the adjacency or affiliation matrices:R lM; which

links the resources (of type location) to the messages in which this resource has been
mentioned by this user. In the same way, RkM; links the resources (of type keyword)
to the messages in which this resource has been mentioned by at least one user. Each
link (edge) can be weighted following a local or global weighting function in order to
condition the data to be analysed (see Fig. 1).

Finally, the association between keywords and location is expressed as R kRl =
(RkM)(RlM)T. We can now encapsulate the information that associates locations
with keywords only in terms of keywords by multiplyingR kRl with its transpose, i.e.
O (RkRl) = (RkRl) (RkRl)

T. This matrix, known as co-affiliation matrix, can be
considered as a lightweight associative location ontology [20] based on overlapping sets
of keywords.
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Personal Awareness Stream Aggregation

retweet

3630
status

Just checked in @De Hems Dutch Pub
22 hours ago reply

@Anna @Paul see you at the city center. 
Best wkend ever! #hollidays #fun.
10 hours ago 

In London. Any suggestions for a wkend 
pub route?
2 day ago 

De Hems Dutch Bar
 Rl

London
 Rl

Paul
 Rp

#fun
 Rh

Anna
 Rp

#hollidays
 Rh

wkend

wkend

pub

time association

message 
keywords association 

time association
message 

keywords association 

Fig. 1. A personal awareness stream on the left yields the semantic graph on the right,
formed of resources of type location, people and hashtags. The edges in the graph are
labelled with the resources that link the entities.

4.3 Concept Selection Induced from Social Stream Aggregations (CSISSA)

In this paper we propose the Concept Selection Induced from Social Stream Aggre-
gations technique. This technique obtains a set of concepts derived from the simultane-
ous analysis of the correlation of different stream qualifiers. It is based on the analysis of
Sp3way tensors [29] in which each slice consists of a dense matrix formed by the prod-
uct of a sparse matrix and its transpose. The motivation for using this class of tensors
arises from the need of simultaneously storing multiple stream qualifier matrices.

Given P lightweight ontologies characterising a user’s social streams consisting of
N messages; we define a tensor O " RN!N!P consisting of frontal slices of the form
Op = BpB

T
p with p = 1, ..P , where B is a bipartite graph deriving the lightweight

ontologyOp; see Figure 2.

O = Op= BpBpT

P

N

N

RkRl =
Shefeld ..... Greece

computer
ESWC
.
.
.

KN

1

1

1

O(RkRl)=(RkRl)(RkRl)T

RkRh=

#linkedData..... #tramlines

ESWC
.
.
.

KN

1
1

1

O(RkRh)=(RkRh)(RkRh)T

Fig. 2. Lightweight ontology tensor O.

The computation of a Tucker decomposition (presented in subsection 2) ofO yields
to an approximation of the form
O ! G "1 K "2 K! "3 C =!N

i=1

!N

i=1

!P

p=1
giipmi # m!

i # cp $ [[G;K,K!,C]]

The output has the propertyK * K ", the rows of these matrices contain feature vec-
tors that encapsulate a compilation of the different similarities expressed in the frontal
matrices.K andK", can be regarded as keyword! keyword-group matrices highlight-
ing those keywords that are more relevant to the similarities expressed in all Op. The
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matrix C represents an index! index-group matrix which highlightsO p matrices. Fi-
nally the tensor G expresses how groups (keywords-group and index-group) relate to
each other. The frontal matrix K highlights those concepts.

5 Deriving Relevant Concepts with CSISSA

The analysis with CSISSA is carried out on a user’s social stream aggregation S a(U
"),

this aggregation is built upon the messages the user has posted in different social net-
works. These messages are saved in a data store as the user generates them, and can be
retrieved in windows of time of n days, this is: Sa(U

") [ts, te] = (U, M, R, Y", ft), where
ft : Y" + N, ts , ft , te and |te - ts| = n days.

The retrieved messages need to be pre-processed; 1) Stop words, punctuation and
numbers from the message content are removed; 2) From the message content, entities
of type: Location, Person and Organisation are extracted. Qualifiers of type: keywords,
hashtags and geocodes (when provided) are also extracted. This section presents a con-
crete example in which CSISSA can be applied.

5.1 Recurrent Entity-Concept Analysis

Consider the problem of finding a temporal correlation among certain entities to which
a user is engaged with, through the messages he has posted within a window of time;
and from these entities induce a set of concepts to which they can be linked (this can
be applied in temporal user profiling and event detection). The selection of the correct
bipartite graphs to take part on the three-order tensor depends on the situation from
which the entity-based context needs to be extracted. For example, considering the en-
tities: Hashtag and Location; we define the following lightweight ontologies:

• Lightweight Associative Keyword OntologyGiven a keyword! message matrix
RkM = wij , wherewij is computed following a term frequency-inversedocument
frequency (tf-idf) weighting function [19]. We define the lightweight associative
keyword ontologyO(RkM) asO(RkM) = (RkM)(RkM)T.

• Lightweight Associative Hashtag Ontology, we define the hashtag ! message
matrix RpM following as well a (tf-idf) weighting function. The O(RhM) is
defined asO(RhM) = (RhM)(RhM)T.

• Lightweight Associative Location Ontology, we define the places!message ma-
trixRlM following as well a (tf-idf) weighting function. TheO(R lM) is defined
asO(RlM) = (RlM)(RlM)T.

• Ligthweight associative time ontology, first, we obtain the hour ! message af-
filiation matrix HM = vij where vij = 1 if the time message mj was produced
during the hour hi and vij = 0 otherwise. We define the ligthweight associative
time ontologyO(HM) asO(HM) = (HM)(HM)T.

To analyse the correlation of these entities and derive the related concepts, it is neces-
sary to encapsulate the previous ontologies in terms of keywords (see section 4.2); i.e
to obtain O(RkRh), O(RkRl), O(RkH). These ontologies will form the slices of
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the tensor O. The computation of a Tucker decomposition of the O tensor will reveal
a ranked vector of concepts. By decomposing each of the tensor slices, it is possible to
derive the entities relevant to the decomposition.

Table 1, presents the relevant concepts, and the highlighted entities derived from
the Tucker decomposition of a tensor built from the stream aggregation of one of the
users we followed in our evaluation (see section 6). This analysis reveals concepts that
are recurrently relevant to the user. In this case, these results expose the correlation of
the locations: Sheffield, London and Washington with the user’s work related concepts
during working hours.

Table 1. Concepts in the context of Hashtags-Places-Time

Emerged Concepts linkeddata, semanticweb, talis, data.ac.uk, wrt, link, quality, astonbusi-
nessschool, environment, funded

Hash tags #linkeddata, #semanticweb, #talis, #astonbusinessschool, #linkquality,
#ldal, #sheffield, #isko, #informationextraction, #unsupervisedcluster-
ing

Places London, Sheffield, Washington
Time [9:00am-5:00pm], [7:00pm-11:00pm]

6 Evaluation and Conclusions

CSISSA was evaluated on the grounds of the relevance of a concept induced by a given
contextual need. A contextual need was expressed by a pair of contexts, e.g. Location-
Time, Hashtag-Location. CSISSA provides a set of relevant concepts computed by the
simultaneous correlation of the entities involved in a given context. For testing this tech-
nique, we “followed” a set of four “active” microbloggers. Three of them technology
oriented user, and one of them an active blogger in education. The stream aggrega-
tions were recorded from 1st of July until the 25th September 2010 , and entities where
extracted using Open Calais services 1.

In the absence of a gold standard, evaluating the concepts that emerge from a user’s
social aggregation given a context is a difficult task; it requires consulting the author of
the social stream whose context-induced concepts are being mapped. For evaluating the
effectiveness of CSISSA, each user was presented with a contextual need, and a set of
concepts derived by CSISSA. The users were asked to mark each concept as relevant or
irrelevant to the given context. Although CSISSA allows the simultaneous correlation
of n-entities, which define the context; we performed the evaluation on a maximum of
two entities at a time. The evaluated contexts are: hashtag-time, location-people, and
organisation-people. For example, by deriving concepts related to hashtag and time for
one of the users, the question was: In terms of the association between the hashtag
#linkeddata, and the timeslots ([12pm-5pm], 8pm), which of the following concepts do

1 Open Calais, http://www.opencalais.com/
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you consider relevant?. For the hashtag-time context, three different hashtags where
evaluated, and in the same way for the other two contexts.

As it is well known, acquiring the relevance judgement of all the ranked concepts
in terms of precision/recall is a time-consuming and expensive process [ 19]. Mainly
because the ranked vector can consist of hundreds of concepts that a user would not
be willing to evaluate. Therefore, we have decided to use the Mean Average Precision
(MAP) metric [19]. MAP measures the mean of the precision scores obtained after each
relevant concept is retrieved, using zero as the precision for relevant concepts that are
not retrieved. The MAP value represents the average under the precision-recall curve
for a set of queries. MAP values were averaged for the three cases of each context. The
results are depicted in Figure 3 a), which shows a generalized MAP performance of the
relevancy of the concepts judged by each user given a context using CSISSA.

a) b)

Fig. 3. a) Mean average precision (MAP) performance by user and contextual infor-
mation need including HashTag-Time, Organisation-People, and Location-People, for
the top 15 concepts. b) Normalised Lexical (Number of keywords(K)/ Number of Mes-
sages(M)), Topical (Hashtag), Spatial, Organisation-Entity, People-Entity Diversity.

These results suggest that higher lexical diversity (K/M) leads to better MAP results
(see Figure 3 b)), this is an expected result since CSISSA explores the way in which an
entity is linked to another one through keywords. We expected to discovered relevant
concepts first if the user exposed a correlation between contexts, and second if this
correlation was able to be expressed by keywords.

However, although the microblogging verbosity provided a better basis for deriving
meaningful concepts, the relevance of the concepts given a context depended highly on
the user’s patterns of correlating the entities through keywords. In our experiments a
fairly naive approach was taken by not considering the ambiguity in which user’s can
relate two entities with a keyword. Future work considers the introduction of concept
disambiguation for tackling this issue.

CSISSA enabled to model users’ generated patterns in their social activity streams
given an entity-based context. These patterns expose the implicit association in which
the user interlinks entities. The concepts derived with CSISSA suggests their applica-
bility in user modelling, and the awareness of user intentions. A main implication of
our work is that personal awareness streams can be used effectively to model context
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by leveraging the user’s entity affiliations. We believe that our approach can also help
in merging user contexts in pervasive environments.

During the evaluation, one of the users did not remember to have tweeted about a
particular topic, until we showed him the tweet, this suggest the necessity of introducing
relevance-decay functions in our calculations. We also noticed that many of the users’
streaming topics’ relevance was in many cases volatile; further research is necessary to
address these issues. We are also planning to test this technique on a bigger corpus, and
to compare this technique against other baselines e.g. topic analysis.
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